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Abstract: Although microRNAs (miRNAs) have been shown
to be excellent indicators of disease state, current profiling
platforms are insufficient for clinical translation. Here, we
demonstrate a versatile hydrogel-based microfluidic approach
and novel amplification scheme for entirely on-chip, sensitive,
and highly specific miRNA detection without the risk of
sequence bias. A simulation-driven approach is used to
engineer the hydrogel geometry and the gel-reaction environ-
ment is chemically optimized for robust detection perfor-
mance. The assay provides 22.6 fm sensitivity over a three log
range, demonstrates multiplexing across at least four targets,
and requires just 10.3 ng of total RNA input in a 2 hour and
15 minutes assay.

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are short noncoding RNAs that
have recently emerged as promising diagnostic markers for
several diseases because of their high stability and unique
dysregulation patterns.[1] However, clinical translation of
miRNA diagnostics still faces several practical challenges.[1c,2]

These include sequence homology, diversity of abundance,
and the exacting demands of a clinical assay, which requires
multiplexed, sensitive, and specific analysis of small panels of
miRNAs from low sample inputs while minimizing assay time,
external equipment and number of cumbersome steps.[2b,3]

While northern blotting is still widely used for its specificity,
the need for large RNA input (5–25 mg), long processing time,
and low sensitivity (in the nm range) render it infeasible for
clinical application.[4] Although other commercial platforms
provide large multiplexes and higher sensitivity, they still fall
short on the other metrics.[5] Microarray assays require
overnight hybridization, several steps, and complicated equip-
ment for fluid control.[2b] Meanwhile, quantitative real-time
polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) based methods are at risk
of sequence bias arising from target-based amplification and
can require a large (> 500 ng) amount of input RNA.[2b,5a]

Commercial microfluidic versions of qPCR reduce assay
volume and improve throughput, but still require cDNA
synthesis prior to chip-loading, and use target amplification.[6]

Furthermore, studies that have compared commercial profil-
ing methods have found inter-platform discrepancies in
miRNA quantification.[7] Recently developed microfluidic
on-chip assays or lateral flow assays have been able to
decrease assay time, making systems suitable for point-of-care
testing but do not meet all other clinical needs.[8] A recent
study used isotachophoresis for rapid and specific let-7a
detection from total RNA samples, but the system could not
multiplex, offered only moderate detection sensitivity
(10 pm), and required extensive optimization for specificity.
Besides, fluidic limitations demanded a much larger quantity
of total RNA (1 mg) than was actually processed through the
device (5 ng).[8d] Another recent study demonstrated a power-
free PDMS chip for miRNA quantification in resource-
limited settings with better sensitivity (500 fm) over short
(20 minutes) times, but did not make multiplexed measure-
ments from patient samples.[8a,b,e] Our approach addresses the
limitations of these prior works.

Our group has previously shown the superiority of non-
fouling polyethylene glycol (PEG) hydrogel microparticles in
comparison to surface-based systems for multiplexed miRNA
detection.[9] Hybridization kinetics and reaction thermody-
namics are both more favorable in a hydrogel, leading to
better sensitivity and specificity.[10] Our gel-particle-based
approach, had also included development of a unique uni-
versal labeling scheme, eliminating the need to tailor labels on
a target-by-target basis and minimizing the possibility of
sequence bias, such as in qPCR. Now, we develop an entirely
on-chip miRNA assay which takes advantage these hydrogel-
specific detection advantages and adopts our labeling scheme
while leveraging the precise fluidic control inside a micro-
fluidic channel. We further optimize and adapt a novel
amplification scheme that we recently developed[11] to achieve
high sensitivity and minimize total RNA input for multi-
plexed measurements.

miRNA probe functionalized hydrogel posts were immo-
bilized in reusable glass channels using projection lithogra-
phy,[12] which provided precise control over shape and size of
the gel scaffolds. Multiplexing was achieved through a spatial
encoding scheme as described in previous work[11] and as
shown in Figure 4b for three miRNA targets. Posts bearing
different probes were fabricated through sequential rounds of
polymerization (see the Supporting Information). The probe
DNA had two regions: a miRNA target-binding domain and
a universal linker domain used for labeling (Figure 1a). After
90 min miRNA hybridization, a biotinylated universal linker
was ligated to the probe–target complex (10 minutes), and the
complex was finally labeled using a streptavidin-conjugated
fluorophore (SA-PE, 30 minutes) or using a streptavidin-
conjugated enzyme (SAB, 15 minutes). In the latter case,
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there was an additional amplification step (15 minutes) that
occurred in the confined environment of the hydrogel (Fig-
ure 1b). All assay steps used a steady, high P�clet number
gravity-driven flow, eliminating the use of expensive flow
controllers while maintaining constant reagent delivery in the
channel. Steps requiring heating or cooling were performed
on a hot plate, enabling stable and continuous sample delivery
without need for sample pre-heating (see the Supporting
Information).

The first clinically relevant miRNA target considered in
this study was let-7a, which is dysregulated in several
cancers[13] but has high sequence homology with other let-7
family members (Figure 2). Let-7 is thus widely regarded as
a particularly difficult miRNA family to detect specifically.
Using our unique gel environment and universal labeling
scheme, we sought to achieve robust let-7 sequence discrim-
ination by tuning incubation conditions rather than by
custom-engineering probe designs as in other studies.[8d,14] It
is well known that miRNAs vary widely in terms of melting
temperatures (Tm) and that imposing stringency to benefit
specificity of one target could severely affect sensitivity of
another; it was thus important to find incubation conditions
that would provide specificity while accommodating multi-
plexing of small panels of miRNAs. Indeed, systems that
process hundreds or thousands of miRNA targets such as
microarrays have been extensively engineered to provide
optimal results across all targets being measured but still
struggle with discrimination between let-7 variants with cross-
reactivities as high as 50%.[5a, 15] Meanwhile for some research
platforms, attaining specific miRNA detection (< 15% cross

reactivity) has required complicated and customized probe
designs for each miRNA target.[8d, 16] Here, it was postulated
that higher association constants for nucleic acid binding in
the gel environment relative to a surface[17] would enable
imposition of stringent incubation conditions for specificity
without precluding high sensitive detection. Indeed, high
specificities were achieved (maximum cross reactivity of
11.3%) by simply tuning salt concentration of the hybrid-
ization buffer (250 mm NaCl), probe concentration (5 mm

inside gel) and by using a high (55 8C) assay temperature,
which was chosen based on sequence Tm (Figure 2, see the
Supporting Information). Additionally, in a real clinical
setting where necessary, it should be possible to account for
the cross-reactivities reported here by polymerizing addi-
tional sets gel posts bearing probes for relevant variants of the
sequence (see the Supporting Information). Notably, there
was no need for expensive locked nucleic acid (LNA) probes
to achieve this specificity although future iterations using such
Tm optimized probes may lead to even better results.
Furthermore, since the platform is primarily intended for
measurement of small panels of miRNAs, specificity and
sensitivity can be attained for all targets by simply tuning
probe concentrations in the gel (see the Supporting Informa-
tion). Using SA-PE, our assay conditions provided specific
and measurable signal at 10 pm target (see the Supporting
Information), but best performance in the stringent incuba-
tion conditions was achieved through integration and rational
optimization of a novel amplification scheme that we
previously developed for DNA detection in PDMS devices.[11]

In the scheme, after gel-bound complexes are labeled with
SAB, the channel is flushed with enzymatic substrate (FDG)
and subsequently with fluorinated oil (FC-40). The latter step
confines the gel posts within the oil phase and traps FDG due
to high hydrodynamic resistance inside the gel post relative to
the surrounding channel. Enzymatically turned over fluores-
cent reaction products are then dramatically concentrated in
the now confined compartments (Figure 3a), leading to large
signal boosts in short (15 minutes) amplification times.

To translate our scheme into the hydrophilic glass micro-
channels, it was first necessary to design a hydrogel geometry
that would lead to optimal oil encapsulation, structural
stability under flow, and minimization of diffusional limita-
tions. The latter two parameters were determined based on
experimental observation and provided us with minimum

Figure 1. Post polymerization and miRNA assay scheme. A) Posts are polymerized using projection lithography. Probes functionalized inside gel
posts are engineered with two domains: a miRNA-binding domain and a universal linker domain. B) The target is incubated on a hot plate and
subsequently ligated to the biotinylated linker and labeled using either the streptavidin-conjugated fluorophore (SA-PE) or streptavidin-conjugated
enzyme (SAB) amplification scheme.

Figure 2. Let-7a detection specificity using 250 mm NaCl in hybrid-
ization buffer. The maximum observed cross reactivity is 11.3%.
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(100 mm) and maximum (300 mm) width dimensions for our
posts respectively (see the Supporting Information). Even in
our previous study, which had used hydrophobic PDMS-
channels, it was noticed that a cylindrical geometry was
suboptimal for oil-encapsulation, since there was occasional
uneven entrainment of water around the posts during the oil
flush. This could possibly affect reagent concentrations from
post to post. The problem was further exaggerated in the
hydrophilic glass channels, likely due to different contact
angles of the oil with the channel walls. A better hydrogel
shape was thus rationally engineered by computationally
modeling a two-phase flow around a post in a hydrophilic
channel.

From simulations, it was immediately apparent that water
pinches off from the edge of the cylindrical post in a “rain-
drop” shape that may be a better geometric design for the gel
(Figure 3b). This hypothesis was experimentally confirmed
(Figure 3c) and further simulations were performed to
optimize dimensions. The key parameter that determined
water entrainment fraction around the post was found to be
ratio of the length of the post (L) to its diameter (D). As L/D
increases, there is better encapsulation. From a practical
standpoint though, increasing post length decreased channel
space for multiplexing. Considering this trade off, we
proceeded using L/D = 2.5 for all ensuing studies, since
there was minimal benefit in increasing it further (Figure 3d,
see the Supporting Information for simulation details).

From a chemical standpoint, the aim was to minimize
assay time while maximizing signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) by
adjusting the gel environment. For example, overcoming
kinetic barriers in short (15 minutes) enzyme incubations
required use of SAB at high (1 ngml�1) concentration, but
there was a tendency for collection of high nonspecific signal
at these conditions (Figure 3e). It was hypothesized that this
could be due to relative hydrophobicity of the hydrogel,
which likely has double bonds from unconverted acrylate
groups during the polymerization process.[18] We thus used
a chemical (KMnO4) that oxidized these double bonds[19] and
made the gel more hydrophilic (see the Supporting Informa-
tion for FTIR data). Indeed, we found that the KMnO4

treatment drastically decreased nonspecific signal (Fig-
ure 3e). Next, the impact of amplification temperature was
explored since SAB has demonstrated temperature depend-
ence in previous studies.[20] Interestingly, at low temperatures
(4 8C) the enzymatic reaction was almost entirely arrested
whereas at increased temperatures (21.5, 37 8C), there was
significantly higher signal but lower SNRs. Ultimately,
optimal results and highest SNRs were gained by combining
low temperature and high temperature conditions: the chip
was cooled to 4 8C for the substrate/oil flush, which we
hypothesize enabled more uniform substrate loading, and was
then brought to 21.5 8C for the remainder of the reaction
(Figure 3 f). Together, optimization of gel chemistry and
amplification temperature significantly reduced incubation

Figure 3. Oil isolation and amplification optimization. A) The channel is i) filled with substrate, ii) flushed with FC-40, and iii) posts are isolated
within the oil phase allowing amplification to occur in the confined gel environment. B) Simulation results of a two phase flow around a cylindrical
post in a microchannel showing the tendency of water to attach in a raindrop shape. C) Experimental results demonstrating the superiority of
a raindrop shape over a cylindrical shape for encapsulation and minimization of rentrained water. D) Simulation results showing that L/D is the
main parameter that determines excess water retained around post. E) Experimental results showing that KMnO4 treatment reduces nonspecific
signal on a post. F) Temperature optimization of the amplification step. An initial cooling step followed by a ramp up to 21.5 8C gives the best
SNR.
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times relative to our previous work
(30 minutes here vs. 80 minutes
before[11]) while still achieving high
sensitivity without post-to-post cross-
talk. Furthermore, this optimized
scheme eliminated any need for chan-
nel surface treatments such as fluori-
nation, which often deposit nonuni-
formly and makes channel cleaning
difficult (see the Supporting Informa-
tion). The assay now demonstrated
a let-7a detection limit of 22.6 fm (see
the Supporting Information), which is
over one order of magnitude better
than previously mentioned competing
on-chip assays.[8a,d] In the future, it may
be possible to gain even better sensi-
tivity by integrating LNA probes,
which should be straightforward and
compatible with our flexible synthesis and assay approach.

For miRNA diagnostic assays though, sensitivity is most
relevant in the context of total input RNA required for
quantification. We thus sought to minimize total RNA
consumption over the hybridization time scale (90 minutes)
used while ensuring constant delivery to the posts. This input
requirement can in fact be drastically reduced by further
controlling flow conditions or by running the hybridization
for shorter times, which is still expected to give significant
signal (see the Supporting Information). Consistent flow
delivery was confirmed by measuring signal from 10 pm of
a synthetic RNA sequence (miSpike) in all channels. Let-7a
was first measured in a representative lung tumor total RNA
sample using both SA-PE and the amplification scheme to
characterize amount of required input material with both
schemes; using the SA-PE scheme, we needed 172 ng RNA,
but with the amplification scheme, this was reduced to just
10.3 ng, indicating an about 17-times increase in limit of
detection over the same assay time and need for over 400-fold
less total RNA than northern blotting (Figure 4a). By further
controlling flow conditions, it is expected that required input
RNA could be as low as 15–200 pg (see the Supporting
Information).

This initial characterization enabled multiplexed meas-
urements for three miRNA targets (see the Supporting
Information) and comparison of miRNA expression in
tumor versus healthy tissue using our on-chip assay. All of
the dysregulation patterns reported here are expected
according to literature,[9b, 13b, 21] and it was possible to use
10X lower input RNA (50 ng) with our enzymatic amplifica-
tion scheme relative to the direct labeling scheme (500 ng) to
achieve the same results (Figure 4b). These results were
further validated using our previously published gel particle
assay (Figure 4b), which itself had previously displayed
excellent agreement with qPCR. Importantly, the new
enzymatic amplification scheme was able to provide quanti-
tative and multiplexed miRNA profiling results in an entirely
on-chip assay using low amounts of total RNA without adding
additional assay time, and has the flexibility to be performed
over even shorter time scales.

In summary, the hydrogel-based on-chip assay and
enzymatic amplification scheme shown here is specific,
sensitive, and highly tunable depending on clinical needs
and does not require extensive modification based on target.
Our system provides at least one order of magnitude better
sensitivity than competing on-chip assays while allowing
multiplexing, and quantification of miRNAs from low
amounts (about 10.3 ng) of total RNA sample was demon-
strated without introducing sequence bias. We fully expect
that with optimized flow control this input amount can be
even further reduced (see the Supporting Information) and
that the versatile system shown here shows great promise for
sensitive and multiplexed miRNA detection.
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